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Abstract

A new wrist design for an industrial manipulator is described that exhibits a range of compliant control.

This is necessary for large industrial robots that experience a range of tool-lengths and pay-loads. The device

has five and a half degrees of freedom and is structurally similar to a previous design by McCallion.

Reinforced elastomcric spheres are used in the compliant platform of the unit. These display a monotonically

increasing spring stiffness and can be adjusted using a pressurized fluid. Deflections in the wrist are measured

using LVIy) transducers. A dedicated microcomputer monitors the deflections and modifies robot seque
to correct for long-term errors in repetitive tasks.
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1 Introduction

The broad objective of this research is to improve the positional accuracy of industrial manipulators. The
particular application task being addressed is the location of components in the machining and gauging

stations of a small-batch Flexible Machining Cell. In fact, such tasks resemble the traditional parts-mating
and assembly operations considered in detail by other investigators [1-4).

The design and construction of mechanical manipulators involves a compromise between speed, pay-load

and accuracy. For example, in the particular manipulator purchased for these studies, the operational
maximum speed of 127 mm/sec (50 in/min) and pay-load of 45 Kg (100 lb) can result in a placEment error as
high as ±1.25 mm (0.05 in). The latter figure is not atypical for commonly selected industrial manipulators;
this undesirable inaccuracy arises primarily from backlash in the joints, and to a lesser degree, stiction or
inaccuracies in the servo-valves.

To overcome this inherent inaccuracy a number of strategies have been employed. In the early work of

Nevins et al [2,31 and of others [41 no changes were made to the robot controller; rather the concept of a
passive, position adaptive wrist was introduced. The remote-center-compliance (RCC) device allows a shaft
to be inserted into a bore by aligning the center of compliance with the shaft tip. Undesirable contact
between the shaft and bore creates moments and forces but the latter self-minimize in the wrist as the unit
changes its orientation. The device thus not only allows for inherent errors in the manipulator but can also
cope with minor, unexpected positional variations in the components arriving for assembly. The RCC design
is elegant and inexpensive and can be criticized only because, for ideal operation, component dimensicias
should be known a priori. While the device has only five degrees of freedom, the lack of axial compliance is

of no major concern in shaft-in-bore assembly tasks.

As a second strategy, force measurements may be used to control the robot itself so that a workpice held

by the robot will corn-' ' the desired fashion when subjected to external forces. The effect will be just as if
a compliant RCC dcvice were being used. In fact, active control may be used in conjunction with an RCC

device to improve its versatility. [21 The obvious advantage to active compliance control is that it is very
flexible and may be tailored to suit the requirements of a particular task or workpiece. A number of

researchers have developed active robot control schemes which typically require computing a recursive
L.angrangian or Ncwton-Euler formulation of the manipulator dynamics.5-131 The real-time computational
burden imposed by these dynamic equations is alleviated by making a number of simplifications. For

example, centrifugal and coriolis acceleration terms are usually neglected. Salisbury 161 discusses a number of
ways in which task-oriented compliance commands can be satisfied through active robot control. Early active

control schemes used classical control techniques to servo each joint of the rohot. Subsequent schemes have
employed more sophisticated control techniques to improve the robot response or to allow a more simplified

model of the plant dynamics.7,12,14] All of these active compliance methods require a responsive robot with
an easily modified control system. ''his requirement effectively precludes them from being applied to large
industrial robots.
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Figure 1: De sign drawing of new compliant wrist
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Recognizing the general unsuitability of today's industrial robots for active dynamic control Van Brussel
and Simons 1151 have designed and constructed a five degree of freedom wrist (no axial rotation) that contains
both sensing and direct position control. Each wrist axis is driven by a DC-motor via a soft servo loop. Servo
gain and torque saturation levels are programmable and thus the axes have an automatically adjustable
"equivalent spring" stiffness. This emphasis on wrist control eliminates the need for complex ann control
algorithms and it avoids ambiguous position situations arising from arm joint manipulation. The ability to
adjust the stiffness for a given task is a further advantage. Evidently the cost and size of this wrist unit are
large and this may hamper its application in industry.

Also recognizing the unsuitability of industrial robots for sensor based dynamic control, Whitney and
Junkel [16] have proposed a stochastic control scheme in which a robot engaged in repetitious tasks could use
sensory information to detect long term errors. Thus, while the rated accuracy of the robot is not improved,
errors arising from long term difficulties such as robot drift or inaccurate off-line programming may be
detected and subsequently reduced. This scheme is well matched to the abilities of large industrial robots and
will be discussed in more detail under "System Control".

In an effort to provide a manipulator that is inherently far more accurate and much better suited to
dynamic control than robots available today, Asada and Kanade [171 have recently constructed a Direct Drive
Arm. Each axis is driven by a rare-earth DC torque motor and thereby avoids the usual power transmission
problems of industrial robots in which back-lash and friction prevent fine control of the arm. This
manipulator should be sufficiently accurate to accomplish many assembly tasks without recourse to either
active or passive compliance. Nonetheless, the job of programming the robot for assembly tasks becomes
easier if compliance techniques are employed. Furthermore, assembly tasks can always be found for which
even an accuracy of within 0.02 mm (0.001 inch) is inadequate.

2 An Automatically Adjustable IRCC Device

2.1 Compliance Range

In this paper a design is introduced that is an extension of the Instrumented RCC concept. The new
feature is that d range of compliant control is available in one unit. The design presented here adds
mechanical complexity, but it aids assembly by reducing the need for complex software. The range of
compliance available in this unit is particularly useful for large manipulators where a wide range of pay-joads
imposed.

The 'compliance-range' is achieved by introducing stiff clastomeric spheres between the critical wrist
components.(Figure 1)The spheres arc hollow and may bi automatically adjusted with a pressurized fluid. A
force-deflection curve is created which is intentionally non-linear, thereby offering a range of operating
stiffncsses. In a sense, the philosophy of the design is to mimic the muscle-control of the human forearm
when engaged in tasks that require a range of accuracy and strength. An additional advantage that results
from being able to adjust the stiffness of the wrist is that resonant conditions can be actively avoided. This
feature, combined with the viscous damping of the fluid filled spheres. should help to reduce vibration
problems.
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In order to arrive at a fully operational. automatically adjustable IRCC device, the sub-components of the

final design have been developed individually. These may be divided into the following four areas with the

associated experimental work:

* Development of the LVDT system for position measurement.

* Varying the position of the compliant center.

* Development of the compliant sphere assembly.

* Overall system control and manipulator re-configuration.

2.2 The LVDT System

The primary function of the adjustable, instrumented device is to produce position information for

subsequent control. Deflections are measured directly and accurately by LVDT transducers. After

calibration, these deflections can be correlated with forces but the main goal is position measurement. Thus,

in order to develop the LVDT system a simple version of an instrumented wrist was first constructed. Figure 2

shows this first version of the compliant wrist. The device does not project a remote compliant center and has

no provision for automatic adjustment. The individual springs in the unit may, however, be manually

adjusted to suit the combined weight of the gripper and part. The outer ring of the unit provides a protective

housing for the inner LVDT array and it constrains the inner ring from moving more than 4.75 mm in any

direction. The mechanical assembly required some "running-in" in order to seat the springs and the LVDT

probes on mating surfaces, but once this was done a reliable calibration was obtained. In this simplified

device radial and axial deflections were measured independently, thus facilitating the calculation of the

difference between deflected and undeflected positions. Figure 3 shows a plan view of the maximum
deflected position of the two rings. A brief review of the analysis of radial displacements is now given. For

example, the dimension Ax = x1 - x0, the real displacement of the center ring is of interest. With R the inner

radius (106.4 mm) of the lafge ring and r the outer radius of the small ring

R + Ax = r + xI + e

where e is a small error arising from the curvature. In Figure 3. e = R(1 - cos 4). Since the maximum value

of Ay is 4.75 mm the maximum error is only 0.106 mm (0.0042 in), but more importantly, as the wrist seeks an
equilibrium position, the error imposed by the curvature approaches zero.

Radial deflections, Ax and Ay of the VI)VT axes can be transformed to robot axes using a simple

homogeneous transform. Axial and bending deflections are measured with three LVDI-s that define the
plane of the inner ring of the wrist. The differences between the LVI)T readings establish vectors whose

cross-product is normal to the plane of the inner ring.

The final design (Figure 1) shows seven LVDT probes. Four are arranged to directly measure radial

deflections and to detect rotation about the central axis of wrist. he remaining three are mounted axially to

determine the orientation of the plane of the compliant platform following the procedure used for the first
version of the wrisL
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Figure 2: Plan view of simplified wrist
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Once the deflections (in tenns of robot Hand Coordinates) of the gripper centroid have been calculatod in this
manner, the question arises: What is the optimum way of using this information to modify the robot motion?
The nature of the control algorithm residing, in the microcomputer is discussed in the section on system
control.

2.3 Varying the Position of the Compliant Center

McCallion has discussed a compliant assembly [41 that, much like other RCC devices (21 shows nearly
ideal compliant characteristics for the peg-in-hole mating task. As McCallion has shown, for the ideal
compliant device the matrix correlating forces and deflections will be as follows:

cX 0 0 0 0 0 FX  Al

0 cy 0 0 0 0 Fy Ay

0 0 Cz 0 0 0 FZ  AZ

6 0 0 Cox0 0 Mex Aft (1)

0 0 00 c y 0 May Aft

0 0 0 00 ACez Moz Az

where c = (1/k) = compliance, A deflection, F = force, and M = moment. McCallion's device [41
exhibits this property, but only at the origin of a coordinate system emanating from the surface of the
compliant lOlatform. Thus if a fairly long peg is to be inserted into a hole, undesirable deflections may occur
possibly leading to jamming (Figure 4). The RCC devices of Nevins et al. (21 exhibit the above diagonal
deflection/force matrix for a coordinate system centered at a point projected some distance remote from the
actual device. Unfortunately for such RCC units, k8X and kay are quite large, and k. is so large that there is
virtually no compliance in the z direction.

In fact McCallion's compliant device can be modified to project a compliant center'and this development
is one new feature of the present work. If the supporting rods arc inclined inwards at an angle 8 (shown by
the broken lines) for a side load at the tip of the peg, the static equations become:

me = k0 8 = f[l1 + 12 /2

= f [12(cosO)/a + (sinf)/2

fp = fj[(cosf)/2-1 2 (sin9)/aJ

whcrc M. is the moment on cach torsional spring, fb is the force on each axial spring, kz.and f is the shear
forcc on each rod.

For this simplified two-dimensional structure the desired compliant charactcristics are achieved if a side
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force f causes a deflection, Sx. and no other deflections. Rcferring to the broken lines on Figure 4. the

force-deflection equations for the inclined spring system are:

So = Me/k o , 8b = fb/kb

With f applied, the links are stretched or compressed. At the same time, the structure deflects through an

angle. 60. The desired effcct is that no net rotation should occur or:

Sb cosB- b80 sin0 = 0

Substituting for 6b and 60 we can express the projected length of compliance, 12, as a function of kb,ke , and

9:

a sin[k. cose -lbk
abkb sin0 - 2ke cos 8

This expression shows immediately that for 0 = 0, 12 = 0. Thus in order to vary the position of the center of

compliance, kz, ke or 8 must be changed as proposed below.

i~Fr IFt l
x

Figure 4: • MeCallion ct al 141 compliant device

2.4 Development of the Compliant Sphere Assembly

In the preceding section it was shown that the distance 12 of the compliant center is a function of k , k. and
8. Thus to vary I any of these three can be changed. To estab' h which of these parameters should be

adjusted the reasons for having a variable 12 are now examined in more detail.

If the robot picks up a larger gripper (or peg) an increase in 12 is warranted. Since a larger gripper or peg is

generally heavier an increase in k and k. is called for. In particular, the ability to dynamically vary 12 makes

part mating simple for a number of consecutive tasks.

From a design standpoint, it is much easier to dynamically vary k/ or k. than the angle B. The length 12 is
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then a function of the ratio k /k . In making a choice between increasing k or decreasing k0 to increase the
projection ot the compliant center, tie pretcrence is to increase kZ since this increases the bending stiffhess of
the compliant wrist to match the larger moments imposed by a longer peg or gripper.

Based upon the above considerations. the authors propose an adjustable, instrumented compliant wrist
which is simple, rugged and ideally suited to precision parts handling or assembly with a large industrial
robot. Figures 5 and 6 show a simplified planar representation of the wrist. The lateral (radial) and axial
springs are elastomeric spheres that resist compression but offer little resistance to lateral displacement. In
order to improve the bending stiffness of the device, without sacrificing axial compliance in compression,
Kevlar ° cables are used as a tensile restraint. The Kevlar cables function essentially as pinned links in tension,
but because they are also very flexible they offer no resistance to compressive or shear loading.

The first prototype of the sphere system consists of 45 mm diameter rubber spheres whose strength is
increased by wrapping them externally with Kevlar thread. Typical force-deflection curves for these
reinforced spheres are shown in Figure 7. As Figure 7 reveals, the stiffness of the spheres monotonically
increases as force is applied. Thus for light loads the device is very sensitive: for heavier loads the sensitivity
reduces and the stiffer system means that deflections are not excessive. The stiffness of the spheres can also
be controlled by varying their internal pressure with a suitable fluid supply. For a given working load,

increasing fluid pressure further increases stiffness.

KEVLAR CABLE -TYP
(2 / NOAXIAL EXTENSION

ADJUSTABLE RATESPRING

FIXED RATE SPRING

Figure 5: Planar view of new wrist

Figure 6 shows how the device reacts to a side load at the tip of a peg. The equations are very similar to
those of the devices discussed earlier. The static force balance becomes:

Kevlar i a rcgistcrcd trademark of I)upont.
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i K X " Kvx X

Figure 6: Spring representation of new wrist

My =fl

Dy 12

fbcos8 = f112/a

fL- /2 fbsinO

where f, is the normal force exerted by the adjustable spheres and fL is the net lateral force exerted by the
radial spheres.

The force-deflection relations are:
Sb = f2l/akvbcos8

x = f[1/2- l2tan0/a]/k x

As the force f is applied to the tip of the peg the wrist deflects so that the cable in tension (at top) moves

through an angle S0 while the adjustable sphere (at bottom) rolls along its inclined plane. Sy = Sx tan8. At
the same time the lower sphere compresses. If no rotational deflection is to occur, we have the following
expression:

8b - 28x tanO = 0

Substituting for Sb and Sx gives 12 in terms of kvb:

12 = ak ,, tan 2
kX + 2 kvb tan2

In the thrce-dimensional case the actual force balance gives: 3/2 fbcos8 = f/l 2 /a; since there arc four

adjustable spheres (Figure 1). Thus:
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3/ 2 ak tanO

kX + k btan2 8

For the design shown in Figure 1 an angle of 8 = 20deg and kvb 4k give good results.
. 60.0

'a

U
0

u.

50.0 4

I,,

40.0 '1

/I

30.0 .,

e"I

,f

20.0

10.0. X testi

4"/" 0 test2
o test3

0 .050 .100 .150 .200 .250
Deflection in Inches

Figure 7: Foree-dcflection curves for reinforced spheres

2.5 System Control

The wrist design shown in Figure 1 is constructed and is undergoing preliminary testing on a Cincinnati
Milacron T3 Robot. "1ibis robot, like most other industrial robots, does not easily lend itself to real- time
manipulator readjustment based on instrumented wrist information. The control system supplied with the
robot is a modified position servo employing velocity feedback and some velocity fccdforward to achieve
faster response to commands. The dynamics of the robot show a 2 to 3 hertz bandwidth when subjected to

disturbances and a 6 or 7 hcrtz bandwidth for input comm,nds. [18) As expected, there is substantial cross
coupling between the axes. In addition. the plant dynamics change considerably as a function of the robot's
position. Without at least a partial real-time computation of the robot dynamics the responsiveness of the
robot cannot be much improved. Although it is certainly desirable to improve the dynamic response of the

nil i II II : :. .I
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robot the difficultics associated with interfacing to the existing controller render this a long term goal. In the
interim, a great deal can be accomplished using what is defined here as quasi-real-time modification of the
robot path. A two phase project has bccn initiated to employ long term feedback in a way that is very close to

the proposed stochastic control methods discussed by Whitney and Junkcl.[16]

The first phase makes use of an available DDCMP interface option. Using this interface we modify
sequences for the robot using programs written in the C language and running on a Vax 11/750. With this
system, deflection data from the wrist are gathered as the robot performs a given task. Then while the robot is

engaged in other tasks, or perhaps moving between work stations, the data are analyzed for systematic trends
and the robot sequence is adjusted accordingly. Since the data are presented in "batch" form it should be
possible to use a standard weighted least squares technique for analysis. [19]

One serious limitation to the above scheme is that errors cannot be corrected until a given task or sequence
has been completed. Thus for example, though it may be possible to diagnose the rotational misalignment of
a fixture after just a few steps into a sequence, it is impossible to correct for the misalignment until the robot is
ready to enter the sequence a second time. For this reason, the first phase is viewed as a research operation

for testing and verifying the algorithms that diagnose long term errors. The second phase of the control
project eliminates this shortcoming. It requires a non-standard addition to the commercially available
software that allows individual points to be updated while the robot is moving. IR this scheme the wrist data

become available sequentially, and therefore a recursive optimal estimator such as a Kalman Filter is used to
extract significant trends from the information. Since the turn-around time for modifying a single point is

fairly short it will be necessary to run the filtering, analysis, and coordinate transformation routines on a
dedicated microprocessor. (Figure 9)

The two schemes mentioned above show how systematic errors may be corrected for; by contrast, non-
systematic or random errors cannot be reduced in this way. Furthermore, the detection of, and correction for,
systematic trends will inevitably be corrupted by sensor noise and by computational inaccuracies.
Nonetheless, as the robot repeats a task over and over again there should be a steady improvement in its

accuracy.

3 Concluding Remarks

This research is concerned with the development of general purpose wrist units for industrial manipulators
carrying out assembly tasks that encompass a wide range of pay loads. The starting point for the new device

shown in Figure 1 was a design by McCallipn [4]. However, the straightforward construction of his wrist
meant that the center of compliance was fixed at the compliant platform. The design presented here gives a
variable length (12 in Figures 4 and 6) of the compliant ccftcr hence allowing the robot to work optimally with

a range of gripper (or peg) lengths. Since the device is also instrumented, further position adjustment of the
arm via the robot controller is possible in order to aid assembly of parts. The implcmentation of this system
control via I.VI)T information remains an area for future work.

The human forearm is a manipulator of exemplary flexibility. When engaged in tasks requiring a range of
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Figure 9: Analysis of LVDT signals

accuracy and force, it can call upon a range of muscles and use them in many configurations to vary strength
or precision. The reinforced rubber spheres used for the springs in Figure I mimic very limited aspects of the
human capability. The springs deliberately do not have linear forec-deflection behavior. At low loads-they
are soft and responsive; as loads increase they become stiffer and incrcmcntly deflect less. Fluid has been

used to stiffen the compliant spheres and the pressure may be varied automatically. This "mechanical

programmability" allows compliant wrist devices to be more general purpose.
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